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The notion of conelike point is introduced, and many hypersurface singularities 
are shown to be conelike. Let R be the local ring of a conelike singularity on an 
algebraic surface in characteristic p, and K = ef(K). We show that, in general, the 
map on Brauer groups Br(R) -+ Br(K) has nontrivial p-torsion kernel. 
While studying the Brauer group of a commutative ring R one must 
consider the map Br R + Br K induced by the inclusion of R in its quotient 
field. For R a regular local ring this map is known to be injective; but for 
more general rings not much is known. Childs [6] asked for a description of 
the kernel of this map, and gave examples in characteristic zero for which 
the kernel was zero. More generally, he asked how a single blowing-up 
affected the Brauer group (of the local ring at a singular point on an 
algebraic variety). In this paper we show that a single blowing-up, for certain 
local rings in characteristic p, induces a map on Brauer groups whose kernel 
contains a nontrivial p-torsion group. In particular, for these local rings the 
map Br R + Br K has nontrivial kernel containing a p-torsion subgroup of 
BrR. 
In the first section we extend certain results of Danilov, who used 
techniques of formal algebraic geometry to study how completion changes 
the divisor class group of a local ring [7]. We introduce the notion of 
conelike point, and reinterpret Danilov’s result to say that vertices of cones 
are conelike. By showing that many other singular points are also conelike, 
we provide an extension of his results. 
The effect of a conelike singularity on the Brauer group (of an algebraic 
surface or local ring) is the topic of the second section. Working in charac- 
teristic p, each conelike singularity corresponds to a p-torsion subgroup of 
the Brauer group. This subgroup is in the kernel of the map induced on 
Brauer groups by a single blowing-up. In the local ring case, this subgroup is 
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in the kernel of the map Br R + Br K. The presence of this group provides a 
partial answer to Childs’ questions. 
Throughout, we always work over an algebraically closed field k. All 
algebraic varieties and local rings we consider are normal, and any singular 
point is an isolated singularity. By way of notation, if R is a (closed) point 
on X: X(Q) or Xh is the henselization of X at a; Y is the scheme obtained 
by performing a single blowing-up of X at R; Yh = Y(0) = Y Xx X(Q) is the 
hensel fiber of Y at Q, and Y,, is the closed fiber; and finally M denotes the 
maximal ideal of 9, in any ring under discussion. Cohomology groups are 
&ale unless otherwise specified, and G denotes the (etale) sheaf of 
multiplicative groups. 
CONELIKE POINTS 
Starting in the small, write S = Spec 8 for a strictly local scheme with 
closed point 9 (corresponding to the maximal ideal M), and write the nth- 
order infinitesimal closed neighborhood of Q as S, = Spec($/~K’+‘). 
Denote by T = Proj(@ -H’) the scheme obtained from S by a single blowing- 
up at 0. On T, the nth-order closed fiber is the closed subscheme 
T,, = T xs S,. We also consider T, as Proj(gr,(M)), where we define 
For m > n, the surjections GM” -H gr, -H gr, give closed immersions 
T,, G T, compatible with inclusion into T itself, and define maps 
Pit T-, Pit T,, for all n. Boutot, following Danilov and Grothendieck, has 
shown that Pit T= !;m Pit T,, [5, IV. 6.21, and that the sequence (Pit T,,} is 
eventually constant. Also, he has shown that the induced map Pit T--t Pit T, 
has for kernel the k-valued points of a finitely generated unipotent algebraic 
group [5, IV. 6.61. We give a sharper version of his Proposition IV. 6.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let N be an integer such that for all n > N, 
H’(T,, Rr,(n)) = H2(T,, Pro(n)) = 0. Then for all n > N, Pit T, = 
Pit TN = Pit T. 
Proof: For any integer r > 0, the closed immersion a: T, G T,, , 
corresponds to the rth augmentation map a: gr,+, (1) -++ gr,(J), whose 
kernel is the graded ring M’+‘/Mr+’ @.Mri2/.K’3 @ ... = gr&H)(r + 1). 
The map a induces on sheaves of multiplicative groups the short exact 
sequence 
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where the kernel &+ I = {units in (pT,+,)* congruent to 1 modulo 
Mrt 1@T7+1). Since Jr+‘, as sheaf of ideals on T,,, , has square zero, 
,J?v+ ’ -.&+, via the map ,u i--t 1 +,u. The identification above of ker a (on 
the rings) with gr&@)(r + 1) allows us to identify J”+lflTr+, with 
i, (d7T,(r + l), for i: T,, G T,, , the inclusion. Rewriting the sequence as 
0 + i*FT,(r + 1) --f (pT,+,)* + ((t;,)* --t 0 
and applying cohomology, we get the exact sequence 
... + H’(T,,,PT,,(r + l))- Pit T,+! + Pit T,-+H2(T0,F,0(r+ l))- ..e . (#) 
Here we have identified Hj(T ,.+ , , i*PT(r + 1)) with #(TO, $,(Y + 1)) since 
(“T,(r + 1) is quasicoherent and i is a closed immersion 14, VIII]. Because N 
is large, Pit T, = Pit TN; Boutot’s result 15, IV.6.21 shows that 
Pit T= Pit T,. 1 
When the closed fiber T,, is a curve (i.e., has dimension one) more is true. 
Because &ale cohomology of quasicoherent sheaves is just Zariski 
cohomology [4, VIII], in this case the groups H’(T,,, @r0(n)) vanish for i > 1. 
The following result follows immediately from this observation and the exact 
sequence (#) in the above proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If TO is a curve, there is a finitely generated unipotent 
algebraic group .F defined over k, and the following sequence is exact: 
O-t.fl(k)-tPicT-,PicT,-,O. 
The strongest possible form of the corollary would give Pit T as a direct 
sum of Pit TO and .F(k). This suggests a definition. 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a closed point of the algebraic k-scheme X. The 
point R is conelike (on X), or X is conelike near 0, if for Y the single 
blowing-up, Pit Y,, is a direct summand of Pit Y”. 
In this definition, although X is not assumed henselian, we can consider 
the scheme Yh as the single blowing-up of the strictly local scheme Xh, and 
Y, can be considered as the fiber at Sz of Yh j Xh. Of course, the map 
Pit Yh --f Pit Y, is given by 
[D”] -+ [D” f-l Yol 
for any class in Pit Yh represented by a divisor Dh. A splitting map 
Pit Y0 --f Pit Yh corresponds to a canonical choice of preimage for each 
(class of) invertible sheaf on Y,,. In certain cases, we can use an explicit 
description of the blowing-up to get these preimages. 
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Since blowing-up is a local notion, we only work in an open affine 
neighborhood of ~2 E X. We assume that this neighborhood is of the form 
22 = Spec A, with A = k[x, ,..., x, J/Z a quotient of a polynomial ring by an 
ideal. Normalize so that 0, corresponds to the maximal ideal (xr,...,~~). (In 
the general case, 0 has an open neighborhood of the form %‘s = Spec A,, 
where A, is a localization of such a ring. Replacing the rings .3, ,9,, by 
S-I.%‘, S-‘9,, does not affect the grading, and gives the correct local 
description.) 
Above %%, the blown-up scheme Y = Proj(@X’) can be described as 
Proj(,8), for a ring 
.B = k[ y, )...) y,; x, ,...) x,1/i 
The ring .B is graded by assigning to each yi degree 1, to each xi degree 0, 
and by checking that the ideal i is homogeneous. Generators of the ideal i 
are the “ratio” relations (homogeneous of degree 1) yixj - yixi, for 1 < i, 
j < s; and also for each f(x) E Z, a relation f( y; x) derived from f(x) as we 
now describe. Any f(x) E I can be written as a sum of homogeneous graded 
parts, starting with the lowest-degree nonzero graded piece, namely, 
f(x) =fo(x) +“fl(x> f .-. +.w>* 
Here f,(x) is nonzero homogeneous of degree d, say, and fi(x) is 
homogeneous of degree d + i. From the polynomial fi(x) we derive a new 
polynomial fi( y; x) homogeneous in the y-variables, and of degree d. Adding 
these, we derive from f(x) the polynomial 
f(JGx) =.6(Y) +fi(JGx) + *** +f,(.Kx), 
homogeneous of degree d in the y-variables, which is a generator of f. To 
obtain the polynomial fi( y; x), notice that any term of fi(x) is a monomial 
in the x-variables of degree d + i. Choose any degree-d factor of this 
monomial and rewrite the term, using y-variables rather than x-variables for 
this factor. Doing this for each term of L(x) and adding, one gets fi( y; x). 
Of course, there are many possible polynomials fi( I’; x) and f( y; x) derived 
from a given f(x) E I. But the ideal 1 generated by {f( y; x)} and the ratio 
relations is independent of the particular choices made. 
Using this notation, we can describe the &h-order fiber Y,, as Proj(.9,,), 
where 
22Fn =k[ y, )..., ys ; x, ,...) x,]/Zn = (i,. 4P + ‘). 
It is convenient o think of I,, as the ideal generated by .&” ‘, by the ratio 
relations, and by the “truncated” relations 
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derived from each f(x) E I. 
In two special cases we can give a more compact description of the ideal 
f. In these cases, if Z = (f, ,..., f,), 1 ’ is the ideal generated by the ratio 
relations and the polynomials f,( y; x),..., j’,( y; x) corresponding to the given 
generators of I. It is this compact presentation of i which we use. The two 
special cases are: 
(1) Z = (f,) is a principal ideal; or 
(2) z = (f, 9.-*7 fr) is a homogeneous ideal and the polynomials f, ,..., f, 
are homogeneous generators of I. 
Armed with the explicit description, we can now show that certain points 
are conelike. We could henselize, using the scheme Yh directly; on the other 
hand by Theorem 1.1 we only need to consider a few of the schemes 
Y, = Proj 28n. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume that at R, X has a system of local parameters 
x1 )...) x,. Then Xh z Spec Ah, where Ah is a quotient k{x, ,..., x,}/Z of the 
hensel ring at the origin in k”. Zf (x, ,..., xS} is a regular system, 
A” 1 k{x, ,..., xS}. 
Proof. Write the local ring P,,, as the localization at origin of a 
quotient k[x, ,..., xs, x,+ 1 ,..., x,1/J. Modulo m’, each x,+) is a nonzero linear 
combination of x, ,..., x,. Inductively one can write each x,+~ as a (formal) 
power series in the ring k[ [x, ,..., xs]]/J”, where F’ is the ideal generated by 
Jn k[x, ,..., xs]. Since each x,+~ is algebraic over k[x, ,..., x,1/J”, these power 
series are actually in k{x, ,..., x,}/JOk{x, ,..., xs}. When {x ,,..., xs} is a regular 
system, s = dim CDJx,n = dim X and Jo is the zero ideal. I 
Now we give the first examples of conelike schemes. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. A nonsingular point is conelike. 
Proof. Let J2 be a nonsingular point of X. By the lemma above, 
Xh = Spec k{x, ,..., xS} for x, ,..., x, a regular system of local parameters. By 
the next proposition, AS is conelike at the origin. Since X at R, and AS at the 
origin, have the same henselizations, X is conelike at R. I 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume that the local ring ex,a can be considered as 
(a localization of) a graded ring generated as a k-algebra by its elements of 
degree 1. Then X is conelike at R. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that J2 has an open affine neighborhood 
24 = Spec A, where A is (a localization of) a ring k[x, ,..., x,]/(fi(x),..., f,(x)) 
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with f,(x),..., f,(x) homogeneous polynomials. Above 2V, the nth-order fibers 
of the blowing-up Y are the schemes Y, = Proj L?‘,,. For each n, the ideal I, 
is generated by the ratio relations yixj -yjxi, by the nilpotence relations 
,dn+l- - 0, and-most crucially-by the relations fl”‘( y; x) = fiO( v). Since 
these last relations are independent of the x-variables, we can consider all the 
rings L8,, as .$?,,-algebras. The inclusions 280 G’ ~3~ split the augmentations 
E: ~3~ ++ 280, and define by functoriality maps 
id: YOz Y,,z Y,, id*:Pic Y,&Pic Y,,tPic Y,, 
exhibiting Pit Y,, as a direct summand of Pit Y, for all n, and so of 
Pit Yh. I 
We view Proposition 1.5 as a version of Danilov’s theorem [7, p. 4971, 
which we restate here in our notation. He considered a graded ring 
A = k[x, )...) xs]/l for which X= S pet A was an affine cone on a smooth 
base. For Y the blowing-up of X at vertex, his theorem states that Pit Y 
admits Pic(Proj A) as a direct summand. But he showed that Pit Y N 
$IJ Pit Y, (by Propositions 4 and 5), which we identify with Pit Yh, and he 
identifies Proj A with the closed fiber of the blowing-up. 
To generalize, we need to examine more carefully the groups Pit Y,, 
which we can calculate as the tech cohomology groups H’(Y,,, G) relative 
to the Zariski topology [7, III, Sect. 111. An element q in Pit Y, is 
represented by a_cocycle (%,, vii) relative to an open covering (pi} of Y,. 
The vii E r(%$, G) satisfy the cocycle condition vii e qjk = rik for all triples i, 
j, k. The cocycle (pjj, 6,) also represents q if there are Gli E r(q:., G) for 
which aiSijajl = vii, Vi,j. To give a splitting for the map Pit Y, + Pit Y,, 
induced by the augmentation 3,,-++ .g,,, one must-for a suitable represen- 
tative (%$, qij) of q-lift the cocyle to a cocycle (pij, q$‘), where vi:’ is 
congruent to vii modulo J?@~, ; further, if there is another lifting of (qy, qij), 
or a lifting of another representative of r,r, one must know that the lifted 
cocycles are cohomologous on Y,,. (We identify open sets of Y, and Y, in 
our sloppy notation.) 
There always are liftings q$” of rij, at least on small enough open sets qy. 
Checking that the liftings can be chosen to give a cocycle, and then that the 
liftings define a splitting of Pit Y, + Pit Y,,, in general requires the vanishing 
of certain cohomology groups. However, in certain cases one can exhibit 
specific liftings which define a splitting; Proposition 1.5 gave such a case. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X, near 0, be locally a hypersurface cut out by the 
single equation f(x) E k[x, ,..., x,,] with decomposition 
f(x) = .a-4 + f,(x) + **. + f,(x) 
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into homogeneous graded pieces. Assume that for Vm > N, H’(Y,,, RyO(m)) = 
H’(Y,, , &Jm>) = 0, and that f, (x),...,fN( > x are in the ideal VfO generated by 
the partial derivatives 3fO/laxi, 1 < i < n. Then R is a conelike point of X. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, Pit Yh ‘Y Pit Y,,,. We only need to consider the 
closed immersion Y, C; YN corresponding to the N-augmentation 23,,, + L9,, . 
3, is cut out by the ratio relations, by the nilpotence relations MN’ ‘, and 
by the single truncated polynomial f (N)( y; x) = fO( y) + . . + + f,( y; x). We 
construct a global lifting from 3,, to 9,,,, one level at a time. While lifting 
from L!$ to 9,+i, we write ~7~ for the image of yi E .9 in .9,, and write, for 
any element of 3,+i, its canonical preimage in 9. 
To start off, a lifting from .90 to 23, is given by a choice of preimages 
yj” in 9, for pi E 9,,, such that fO( y”‘) = 0 in 9,. These define a ring 
homomorphism p( 7) t-+p( y”‘) from 9a to 9, splitting the augmentation 
.2??, + 3?0. By localization this defines a sheaf homomorphism j, oy, --+ flyI 
splitting the closed immersion @r, *j, oyO. Obviously 
yj” = yi + Ei( y; X)3 
where si( y;x) is homogeneous of degree 1 in the y’s, and separately 
homogeneous of degree 1 in the x’s. By Taylor’s theorem, in 23, 
fO(Y”‘) =f,(Y) + Qy; x) * VfO( y). 
Here E( y; x) denotes the vector (E,,..., .sn) and Vfo is the gradient 
(afO( y)iay, )...) afO( y)/ay,). Since in 29,) fO( y) +fi( y; x) = 0, we can find 
preimages exactly when f,( y; x) is in the Jacobian ideal generated by the 
patials (afO/ayi)( Y). 
In lifting to level I, we need to preserve the relation f (I-‘)( j; x) = f,( 7) + 
f,(Y; x) + .** + frpl(y; x) = 0 which holds in 23-i. Again we hunt for 
preimages in 3,, 
(now with the si( y; x) homogeneous of degree 1 in the x’s), satisfying the 
relation f (‘- ‘)( y”‘; x) = 0 in .9,. Because f (‘)( y; x) = 0 in 2’,, it suffices to 
satisfy 
O=f”-‘)(y”‘;x)=-f,(y;x)+&(y;x) * VfO(y) 
since every other term in the Taylor expansion in 9 of f (‘)( y; x) has x- 
degree greater than 1. This we can solve exactly when f,( y; x) is also in the 
Jacobian ideal. 
Finally, it is clear that (some choice of) f,( y; x) is in the ideal generated 
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by the partial derivatives (&(y)/8yi} if and only if in the original 
polynomial f(x), f,(x) is in the ideal VfO generated by &(x)/ax,. I 
COROLLARY. Assume that near Q, X is cut out by a single equation 
f(x) = f,(x) + higher, with minimal degree 2 (and thus nonvanishing 
quadratic terms), and that YO is smooth. Then 0 is a conelike point on X. 
ProoJ In this case, Y,, is a conic and so is a rational curve. For Y, to be 
smooth, (VfO) must contain OH’, and so surely contains each higher graded 
homogeneous piece of f(x). I 
As another example, we show that many (isolated) rational singularities 
are conelike. We give two proofs, one formal and one following more closely 
the spirit of this paper, but only applying to the rational double point. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let B be a rational singularity on the surface X, which 
can be resolved by a single blowing-up. Then X is conelike at L?. 
Proof 1. Since R is a rational singularity, Pit Yu = L’, where c is the 
number of irreducible components of Y,,. The map Pit Yh -+ Pit Y,, is 
surjective (because dim Y, = 1) onto a free group, and so Pit Yh admits 
Pit Y0 as direct summand. 
Proof 2. (Only for the case of rational double point.) One knows that the 
length of the Artin ring Ox,n/M” is n2 for all n. The ring .gO is then 
isomorphic to k[X, Y, Zj/Q, where Q is a quadratic polynomial [ 10, 
Cor. 23.3 and also p. 2591. Q is nonsingular, since a single blowing-up 
resolves n. We consider the ring 9, corresponding to the blowing-up Y, as 
the blowing-up, at origin, of a hypersurface cut out by a polynomial q(x) = 
Q(x) + higher terms, to which the above corollary applies. 1 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Assume that X is cut out by a polynomial 
f,(x) + ... + f,(x) E k[x,, x2, x3]. The first interesting case is when 
d = minimal degree off is 4. The obstructions to lifting Pit Y, to Pit Yh are 
the groups H’(Y,, cTyO(n)) for n > 1; by Serre duality, H’( Y,, pyO(n)) is dual 
to the group H”( Y,, eyO(d - 3 - n)), a group which vanishes unless 
d > n + 3. The (isolated) singularity cut out by 
f(x) = x4 + y4 + z4 - xy3z + xzyzz3 
is conelike. In fact, since H’(Y,, FYy,(n)) = 0 for n > 1, we only need to see 
that xy3z E Vfo, obvious since f, is x4 + y4 + z4. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. Let X, near G, be the hypersurface cut out by the single 
polynomial f(x) = fo(x) + . . . + f,(x) E k[x, , x2, x3], whose homogeneous 
pieces fi ,..., fde2 are all zero, where d = degree f. = minimal degree of J 
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Then X is conelike near Q. To see this, notice that Pit Yh = Pit Y, for any 
r > d - 2, so it suffices to lift elements of Pit Y, to Pit Yd- 2. The form of 
the polynomial f(x) guarantees that the y-variables satisfy the “same” 
relations in ~5%~~~ as in 5?‘,,, giving the splitting So + Z8ti-2. 
This example illustrates a general principle. If near a, X is only a fairly 
high order deformation of its affine tangent cone, then R is a conelike point 
of X. On the other hand, our methods do not show that the property of being 
conelike is stable under deformation. Consider an affine cone cut out by the 
single homogeneous equation f,(x) = 0, of degree d, and let f,(x) be any 
homogeneous polynomial of degree d + 1, and not in the ideal VfO. In the 
family of schemes (X,:&(x) + @r(x) = 0) for t E k, the zero fiber X, is 
obviously conelike, but our methods do not show that the nearby fibers X, 
are also conelike. 
THE BFLMJER GROUP 
Recall that the cohomological Brauer group of an algebraic scheme X is 
defined as Br’X = H’(X, G). The actual Brauer group, the group of 
equivalence classes of Azumaya algebras, is, by recent work of Hoobler [9] 
and Gabor, known to be equal to the torsion subgroup of Br’ X. When X is a 
nonsingular surface, Artin showed in the early 1960s that Br’ X is equal to 
Br X, and is a subgroup of Br K, where K is the function field of X 
[8,11.2.3]. Here we demonstrate this equality also for surfaces with only 
rational singularities, in characteristic p. 
For the local ring of a conelike singularity, we show that the Brauer group 
of the ring contains a p-torsion subgroup, which is contained in the kernels 
of the maps on Brauer groups induced by a single blowing-up, and of the 
map induced by inclusion of the local ring in its quotient field. 
Our major tool in this section is the relation between the Brauer groups of 
X and Y, where rc: Y + X is a proper map obtained by a series of blowings- 
up above the point R E X. We always work over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p > 0. All schemes and local rings are assumed of 
dimension at least 2. The symbol K always denotes the function field of the 
algebraic scheme X, or the quotient field of the local ring R. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a (singular) point of X, and 71: Y+ X a 
series of blowings-up at R. There is an exact sequence of groups 
O+PicXsPic YsPic(Y(L?))+Br’X+Br Y. 
If X is a surface (i.e., X is of dimension 2) the last map is surjective. 
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Proof: All we do is apply the Leray Spectral Sequence Hp(X, Rqz* G) * 
HPtq(Y, G). The standard computation of stalks of etale sheaves at the point 
P E X shows that (Rqn, G), = Hq( Y(P), G). Since rc is proper, and locally 
an isomorphism except above 0, we find that Ron* G = 6, and that R’lc* G 
is the skyscraper sheaf concentrated at 0, with stalk (R ‘x* G)n = Pic(Y(J2)). 
We examine low-degree terms in the Spectral Sequence. Ez is a subgroup of 
E:’ = H’(X, R in* G) z H’(.C!, (R ‘?c* G)o). This group vanishes, since 
k = k(a) is algebraically closed and Ctale cohomology of a point is Galois 
cohomology. Writing H’( , G) as Pit and H*( , G) as Br’, the low degree 
terms give 
0 + Pit X + Pit Y --+ Pit Y(a) -+ Br’ X + Br’ Y + H”(X, R ?c* G). 
In the case of a surface, II has relative dimension <l and the last group is 
also zero, by [3, Lemma 5.11. 1 
By this proposition, “change in the Brauer group” is a local phenomenon, 
possibly influenced by the way Pit Y maps into Pit Y(Q). It is easy to make 
this more explicit. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Z be any closed subscheme of X, of codimension 21, 
not containing B or any singular points of X. Then 
Pit Y Pic( Y - Z) 
-N Pic(X-Z) ’ Pit X 
Proof. Write Div, and 9, for the group of Cartier divisors, and the 
subgroup of principal divisors. We identify D = (pi, Si) E Div(X) with its 
pullback z*D = (n-lpi, ?r*ai) to Y, and identify Div X with its (isomorphic) 
pullback rc* Div X c Div Y. 
If Z has codimension > 1 so does r*Z. Then Pit X = Pic(X - Z), Pit Y = 
Pic(Y - Z), and there is nothing to prove. We now assume Z is irreducible 
of codimension 1, and so is a divisor (on either X or Y). Write Div, for the 
free group on all divisors but Z. Then 
Pit Y Div Y Div, Y@Z .Z 
?%?XDivX+9(Y)E(Div,X@Z .Z)+.p(Y) 
Div, Y 
N Div, X + r!J$( Y) (*I 
where 9=(Y) is the projection of 9(Y) to Div,( Y). The inclusions 
X - Z G X, Y - Z G Y induce injections 
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Div,(X) G Div(X - Z), 
which are also surjections. 
Div,( Y) G Div( Y - Z) 
In fact, if E = (gi, ei) is a positive divisor on Y - Z (or X - Z), E can be 
considered as locally closed subscheme of codimension 1 on Y, or X. Its 
closure J!? in Y (or x> has codimension 1, and J!?- E consists of smooth 
points. Near each point in ,!?- E, E is locally principal. We have found 
i? E Div Y (or Div X) which restricts to E, establishing surjectivity. Finally, 
notice that t9z(Y) =,9( Y - Z). Use the first equality in (*), for Y - Z rather 
than for Y, to finish the proof. 1 
Proposition 2.1 applies to a series of blowings-up. In the case of a surface 
with only rational singularities we can find the Brauer group explicitly. 
Similar, more complicated, results hold if the surface also contains conelike 
singularities. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be an algebraic surface (defined over a field of 
characteristic p) with all its singularities rational. Then Br X = Br’ X. 
Proof: The result holds for smooth surfaces and we proceed by induction 
on the number of singular points on X. Firstly, assume X has only one 
singular point a, and that n: Y + X is a resolution of Q. 
We know that Pit Y,, = H’ (where c is the number of connected 
components of Y,,) and that by (the first proof of) Theorem 1.7, Pit Yh = 
Pit Y, @<r(k) for some unipotent algebraic group 3’. Let V denote the free 
abelian group of divisors on Y with support contained in Y,. The map from 
Pit Yb to Pit Y,, 
(-) : D F+ (D n Y(I),..., D n PC)), 
taking (a class represented by) a divisor D to the vector of classes 
represented by intersections with each component of Y,, injects V into 
Pit Y,,, since the intersection matrix (Yen . Y(j)) is negative definite. A 
comparison of ranks shows that Pit Y,/V is a finite group. By the snake 
lemma, the group T = Pit Yh/Pic Y is a torsion group, since it is squeezed 
between Pit Y,,/V and a torsion group x’, the quotient of X(k) by Pit Y/V. 
Applying Proposition 2.1, we find the exact sequence 
O+T+Br’X+Br’ Y-+0. 
Since Y is smooth, Br’ Y = Br Y, which is a torsion group. So is Br’ X, since 
it is squeezed between two torsion groups. By Hoobler’s result, Br’ X = Br X. 
In the general case, denote the singular points of X by L?, ,..., Q, and let 
Y, + x, Y* -+ Y, )...) Y, + Y[- i be resolutions in turn of J2, (the image of) 
f2 z ,..., 0,. By the above argument, Br’ Y,-i = Br Y,-, and is a torsion group. 
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The same argument now shows Br’ Y,-, = Br Y,-*,..., and finally 
Br’X=BrX. 1 
Remarks. (1) If X has conelike singularities as well as rational ones, the 
above proof almost goes through. However, since Pit Y has nontrivial 
connected component, we can no longer conclude that Pit Y,/V is finite, or 
that T is a torsion group. (2) Since the surface X is not smooth, one expects 
the map Br X-+ Br K to have a nonzero kernel. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be a surface with only rational singularities. 
The map Br X -+ Br K is not injective in general. 
Proof. We saw in the last proof that from ni: Yi + Yi-, the resolution of 
Qi arose an exact sequence 
O-+T,+Br Yip,-+Br Y,+O. 
Here the torsion group Ti was Pit Yi(fii)/Pic Yi. Since Y, is smooth, Br Y, is 
injected into Br K, and the map Br Y,-, + Br K has kernel T,. Continuing, 
we see that the kernel of the map Br X + Br K is a repeated extension of T, 
by T,-,, T,-z,..., and finally T, . These groups Ti are in general not zero. I 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let C be a projective algebraic surface with only one 
singular point Q, which is conelike and can be resolved by a single blowing- 
up. Then the kernel of the map Br X -+ Br K is the direct sum of a unipotent 
group and the group R = (Pit Y,/Pic r>,,,. Whenever Pit Yh & Pit Y,,, this 
kernel is nonzero. 
Proof: Since Y is projective nonsingular, (Pit Y)” is an abelian variety 
and Br’ Y= Br Y. Since 52 is conelike, Br’ X is an extension of Br Y, 
O+.A?@(Pic Y,/Pic Y)+Br’X+Br Y-+0. 
Taking torsion groups shows that the kernel of the map Br X+ Br Y is just 
.F’ @ R. But as Br Y is injected into Br K, .AF @ E is also the kernel of the 
map BrX+BrK. 1 
This proposition lets us exhibit local rings in characteristic p for which the 
maps Br R + Br K have kernels containing large p-torsion groups. We 
consider a ring which is the local ring of an (isolated) conelike singularity on 
an algebraic surface. R is then local, essentially of finite type as k-algebra, 
integrally closed but not regular, of dimension 2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be as described, and assume that Y, the blowing-up 
of Spec R, is smooth and Pit Yh # Pit Y,,. Br R contains a nonzero (p- 
torsion) unipotent group which goes to zero in Br K. 
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Proof. Consider R as local ring at R of an affine algebraic surface g 
whose only singular point is Q. After completing, resolving singularities, and 
normalizing we can consider R instead as local ring at R of a projective 
normal surface X which is nonsingular except at a. Let Y be the blowing-up 
of X (by abuse of notation). By Proposition 2.5 the kernel of the map 
BrX+BrK is 
(Pit Yh/(Pic Y/Pit X)),,, ‘v .3 @ F. 
For any closed subscheme Z of codimension >l in X and not containing 
Q, we know by Lemma 2.2 that 
Pit Y/Pit X N Pic( Y - Z)/Pic(X - Z). 
Set Y,,, = Y Xx Spec R. Taking limits, we find 
Pit Y,,, = Pit Y/Pit X. 
Using Proposition 2.1 on the blowing-up Y,,, -+ Spec R, we find the exact 
sequence 
0 + Pit Y,,, + Pit Yh -+ Br’ R -% Br’( Y,,,). 
The kernel of the map a is the same as the quotient above. Taking torsion 
groups, we find that 
0+.3 @8+BrR-+Br(Y,,,) 
is exact. Since Yloc is smooth, Br Y,,, is injected into Br K. The exact 
sequence shows that .?? @ a is the kernel of the map Br R + Br K. The p- 
torsion group is just F. I 
EXAMPLE 2.7. In characteristic p # 2, let R be the localization at 
Q=(x,,x2,x3) of k[x,,x,,x,]/f(x) for f(x)=x~+x~+x~--2x~x~x~. 
One checks easily that Q is a conelike point on Spec R, that Y,, is smooth, 
and that Pit Yh # Pit YO. Then Br R contains a nonzero unipotent group 
isomorphic to the l-dimensional k-vector space H1( Y,, pr,( 1)). 
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